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LINC aims to provide its
members with a skillset to
pursue a successful career
within finance.

LINC’s Three Pillars
v Training
v Career
v Event

MAIN
SPONSORS

LINC – Lund University Finance Society

Founded in 1991, LINC quickly became the primary organization for students interested in finance at Lund University. Through career
guidance, theoretical education, practical training, events and field trips, LINC aims to support ambitious students in reaching
positions at top firms within the financial industry.
Today, LINC is with its 1,800 members the leading finance society in Sweden and one of the most prominent organizations of its kind
in Northern Europe.
We believe in the students of Lund University and their capability to compete in the financial industry. What unifies our members is a
genuine interest in finance and a willingness to learn. Our goal is to provide our members with top experiences within the fields of
finance to help our members build a future career in the industry.
LINC has a strong network of partners and collaborations. Due to our history, the organization has established a strong alumni network
and we aim to provide a continued interaction for previous participants and our active members.
LINC is primarily an organization to help students at Lund University to build a career in the financial industry. But there is more to it,
LINC is a start, the beginning to something greater. We are currently 1,800 members that share the same interest.
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LINC IN FIGURES 2018/2019

Number of New Members

307

Number of Business Trips

4
Number of Received Offers

71

Number of Annual Events

43
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WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT OF LINC
GUSTAF NORDIN
Since 1991, LINC has continuously attracted the most
ambitious students interested in finance at Lund
University. LINC, with its 1,800 members, is
continuing on its prosperous path set by the hard work
of previous generations and is set to reach further highs
in 2019. This is the product of an autonomous group of
people striving towards a common goal – to provide
our members with the sharpest skillset to construct
their successful way in the finance industry. We
genuinely believe in the capabilities of the Lund
University student to compete successfully on the
domestic and international stage in finance, and it is
through an open and educating environment with high
level of grit and diligence LINC members year after
year succeeds to secure top positions on top financial
institutions.
When the Executive Board was elected in March 2018,
there was a clear unison view on lowering the barriers
of entry, for students to become a part of this thriving
organization. Our core focus was to:
• Diversify the academic background of LINCs active
members. Mainly grow our presence in the Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math faculties (or
“STEM”).
• Increase the proportion of female members as active
members and attendees on all of LINCs events.
• Cultivate current event-concepts and improve the
continuity of previous initiatives.
• Establish additional unique pathways to bridge the
gap between students and the financial industry,
particularly in terms of contacts and practical
knowledge.
LINC is an independent student organization at Lund University, open to anyone that desires to pursue a career
in finance. Our stronghold is at the School of Economics and Management (LUSEM), following the facilities and
recourses provided by LUSEM for our continuous operations. Naturally, the STEM faculties, therefore,
constitutes a lion share of our growth potential. Therefore, I am especially proud to present that we have added
a STEM committee to our continuous operations. The committee consists of ambitious and talented individuals,
which will solidify our prime position at Lund University. I am sure many synergies, friends and operational
achievements will originate from this strategic move.
Throughout 2018, LINC invested heavily in initiatives towards an increased proportion of female members as
active members. Lunch lectures, breakfast events, pre-events and after works have formidably been
implemented. 45% of all new members are as of 2018 female, thanks to our members’ fantastic efforts
throughout the year. To solidify our attempts of increasing the diversity, 2018 was the year the Executive Board
decided to institute Female Network as a board committee. We are convinced that this is one of many necessary
actions towards a future without gender inequality. LINC has always believed in the qualities and capabilities of
the Lund University student, and it would be devastating if we, as an organization, did not realize the full
potential of female students at Lund University.
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Following the fantastic work done by previous generations, a core focus in 2018 was to increase the continuity of
our efforts. In 2017, LINC launched Female Banking Tour and Copenhagen Banking Tour, and this year we
continued to cultivate these concepts. Furthermore, LINC introduced finance lab Q&As in connection to lectures
with prominent financial professionals, some of which were our own alumni – a great success.
Our members unite over the long-term goal to construct their successful way within the finance industry. LINC is
the perfect reference point to facilitate this process. In 2018, we launched several initiatives with prominent
financial institutions in Sweden, which adds a layer of practical experience to our members’ base. One example is
R&As relationship with Nordea Capital Markets; another is our collaboration with Handelsbanken Asset
Management, following our new sponsorship. LINC is genuinely grateful for our contact persons and alumni,
which invest their own precious time to help our organization achieve new heights.
LINC is, with its 1,800 members, the leading finance society in Sweden and one of the most prominent
organizations of its kind in the Nordics. Following the trend of last year, as a symbol of the progress LINC has
made during the year, I am delighted to announce that a record amount of LINC-members have received offers for
positions at leading investment banks and financial institutions - ranging from JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs and
Fidelity Investments in London, to ABG Sundal Collier, SEB and Danske Bank in Stockholm. At the end of this
yearbook, you will find a list of all LINC-members that have been recruited for part-time, full-time and internship
positions in 2018/19. I am proud of our members’ fantastic achievements and intrigued to follow their successful
journeys.
It is with joy I will hand over the responsibility of LINC to the Executive Board of 2019/20 – following the
strategic decisions and hard work from our members, the organization is well prepared for all the challenges and
opportunities that the future will bring.

Picture 1: Event with EFN, Coeli and
Bodenholm. Picture: Per Johansson,
Founder & Investment Manager at
Bodenholm (08/02 – 2019)
Picture 2: Keynote speaker at IBF 2019 –
Rikard Josefson, CEO at Avanza (21/092019)
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KEY STATISTICS
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RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

LINC R&A (Research & Analysis) is the group within LINC that provides our members with the in-depth practical
knowledge required to perform quality equity research, trading & quantitative research and macro research. As an
analyst, you are assigned to a number of companies that you are responsible to follow on a frequent basis and write
reports on. To make sure all our analysts are well-prepared, everyone involved is required to attend lectures and
seminars focused around what you need to know to become a great analyst. Further, beyond just learning the central
concepts of investing, our R&A analysts also get the opportunity to meet prominent LINC Alumni and other
professionals active in the industry today.
Thanks to our sponsors and the university, the R&A group as well as LINC’s members get the opportunity to use
LINC’s Bloomberg terminals for their research. Further, software applied are Thomson Reuters, Excel and S&P
Capital IQ.
LINC R&A comprise of three divisions:
Equity Research – The primary focus is to analyze Swedish
small cap stocks with fundamental analysis (e.g. DCF, peer
valuation, financial statement analysis).
Trading and Quantitative Research – The primary focus is
to find systematic trading strategies based on a quantitative
approach.
Investment Research – The primary focus is to formulate
concrete investment ideas based on macro economic trends and
strategies.
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Spring Week Intern at
BNP Paribas

RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

INTERVIEW WITH JONATHAN ANGESTJÄRNA
Why did you choose to
become active within the R&A
management?

Insert image

What have you gained from
this experience?

My experience so far has been
superior to that of others in my
personal career. Some of the biggest
triumphs have been developed skills
to formulate investment cases, to
have overcome the nervousness of
talking in front of an audience,
understanding social norms when
making connections professionally
etc.

As a student interested in various
financial markets, R&A made the
impression of a possibility to learn
from- and get acquainted with other
like-minded students. After joining I
learned that R&A and LINC are about
so much more, notwithstanding;
among other things; the values of the
social connections you make.

What do you think student
stand to gain from getting
active in R&A?

I strongly believe a student has the
possibility to achieve whatever they
are striving for, R&A facilitates this
possibility. If a student wants to be as
knowledgeable as a professional
analyst, the tools necessary are
disposable.

INTERVIEW WITH OFELIA ASPEMYR
Why did you choose to apply
for Research & Analysis?

An alumni-member introduced me to the
team and I wanted to take the opportunity
to finally execute my passion for finance
and to get a chance to interact with other
like-minded students.

Insert image

What advice would you give
students interested in
pursuing a career within
finance?

Off-cycle Intern at
Carnegie

What have you gained from
your R&A engagement?

Broader experience in both finance and
analytics, in a wide variety of industries and
different markets. My motivation to
develop in the financial fields has increased
dramatically, also my inner drive. I have
learned the importance of attention to
details.

You should be curious and updated on
today’s market. Become an active member
of LINC and you’ll be several steps closer to
landing investment banking offers.
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RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

Full-time at Deloitte

INTERVIEW WITH JIMMY ENHAMMAR
Why did you choose to apply
for Research & Analysis?

I applied to R&A to develop my skills
in applied financial analysis, improve
my presentation skills both orally and
verbally, and to develop my network
among finance interested students at
Lund University.

What advice would you give
students interested in
pursuing a career within
finance?

Join LINC. As simple as it may sound,
it really helps if you want to get a foot
in the financial industry. The network
of Alumni and the events are all very
helpful in deciding what one wants to
do after graduation.

What have you gained from
your R&A engagement?

Primarily, I’ve gained practical
knowledge within Equity Research.
Having been mostly interested in
corporate finance when I applied, I
was a bit hesitant if Equity research
would be something I would enjoy and
be good at. However, my team, team
leaders and the rest of LINC’s
leadership have always been able to
support me in case of questions and
my eyes have opened regarding the
similarities between Equity research
and Corporate finance. Secondly, I’ve
had a lot of fun!

Full-time at SEB

INTERVIEW WITH SARA SELIN
Why did you choose to apply
for Research & Analysis?

R&A caught my interest from the very
moment I heard about it. R&A
provided the opportunity to dwell
deeper into finance and analysis.
Therefore, it was natural, in my mind,
to apply. Besides, it would give handson experience on writing equity
research which consequently give an
advantage in a prospective career.

What advice would you give
students interested in
pursuing a career within
finance?
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Be curious. Stay on tabs with what is
going on in the world, such as politics,
demographic trends and so on. Read
up on news, books and discuss with
others to help expand one’s
knowledge. R&A has giving me a great
start and I definitely think one should
apply.

What have you gained from
your R&A engagement?

Being a part of R&A has given me
knowledge and an understanding of
evaluating companies. It has been
informative to learn that one should
take many factors in consideration
when calculating. Further, by meeting
other students with the same interest,
one may learn from each other.

RESERACH & ANALYSIS REPORTS
PUBLISHED DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
Fundamental Equities: Hanza Holding
§

Revenue is expected to increase from 1 399,7 MSEK 2017 to 2008,9 MSEK 2020E, a 43,5 %
increase which equals a CAGR of 12,8 %. A significant portion of the increase is due to the acquisition of
Wermland Mechanics “Wermech” (EV/EBIT 7,0x) in 2018 and the company is estimated to generate 349
MSEK in revenue 2018, which equates to a CAGR of 13,0 % for Wermech since 2016. Furthermore, the increase
in revenue derives from orders from at least one new customer per year, amounting to 21 MSEK per new
customer each year in our estimates. Between 2018E and 2020E the CAGR is estimated to be 3,7 %.

§

Measures to increase efficiency and profitability will most likely lead to improved margins in the
coming years. After going through a startup phase (2009-2013) and then locating factories into
manufacturing clusters (2014-2017) Hanza is now entering a third stage where focus will be on expansion and
profitability. Increased production efficiency and costs cuttings is expected to improve the EBIT-margin from
2,6 % 2017 to 5,8 % in 2020E.

§

DCF- and peer valuation indicates a value per share of 22,1 SEK. The valuation has been carried out
using both a DCF model combined with a peer valuation, considering EV/EBIT in relation to peers. The DCF
with a WACC of 10,4 % has been done using both exit multiples and perpetual growth of 2 %. The exit multiples
consist of an average of peer’s EV/EBIT, EV/EBITDA, EV/S and P/E, calculated on the estimates of 2022E.
Analysts: Ferdinand Carsjö and Petrus Lindh

Trading and Quantitative Research: InvesTweets
§

There is no doubt that sentiment affects decisions and thus market prices. Our trading system uses
Twitter data to measure the sentiment for 26 stocks included in the S&P 500 stock market index. By analyzing
the sentiment, the system is able to exploit behavioral biases.

§

The main feature of the system is the word analysis algorithm that derives a sentiment measure
for each stock. Long positions are taken in the three stocks with the most positive measures and short
positions are taken in the three stocks with the most negative measures.

§

By testing different formulas for calculating the sentiment measure, the formula as well as the
other parameters affecting the trading decision have been optimized. The other parameters affecting
the trading decision are the number of followers an account needs to have in order to be considered reliable and
how many hours to consider before the market opens.

§

On average, the daily return is 0.38% while carrying a low risk. Jensen’s alpha is positive at a 1%
significance level, implying that the strategy generates excess risk-adjusted returns. In addition,
the beta is extraordinarily low (not statistically different from 0). In other words, the portfolio generated by the
algorithm has no or little systematic risk. In almost 72% of the trades, the system is able to predict the correct
sign.
Analysts: David Frykmer and Abdeljalil Moussa

Investment Research: The Elephant Next Door
§

With Spain as the largest customer of Portugal´s exports, making up 26% of exports in 2017, the
spillover effects of Spanish economic conditions have historically been large. Although conditions
in Portugal have drastically improved in recent years, the high correlations with Spain in both GDP and 10-year
yields suggest this trend may be short-lived as Spain faces economic and political risks.

§

A decreasing budget deficit, debt to GDP ratio, and a decreasing unemployment rate all makes
the outlook for Portugal seem great at the surface. Risk premia in the bond market have come down
and yields are at all-time lows.

§

In the Political Stability Index provided by the World Bank, Spain is rated at 0.27 (-2.5 weak; 2.5
strong). After the ousting of Mariano Rajoy as prime minister in Spain, the new government is currently
struggling with the approval of their expansionary budget. This occurs as rising labour costs risks reducing their
international competitiveness, while spiking oil price volatility poses additional pressure.

§

The current near-equal yields of the six-month and one-year bonds suggest that the near-term
contagion risk is currently not being priced in. When the market eventually adjusts its required risk
premium, the higher duration of the one-year bond should push one-year yields higher than six-month yields.
We suggest a short position in one-year bonds and a long in six-month bonds, a trade with minimal cost of carry
10
at current spreads.
Analysts: Nils Billgert and Tom Ghorbani

EDUCATION
Lund University Finance Society focus on educating and providing the most ambitious students at Lund University
information about the financial industry, how different divisions at investment banks operates, how to analyse
companies as well as helping students to find a tailored route and plan to land their dream job. Therefore, the
Education Committee is a central part of the organization and has the responsibility of providing lectures, events,
education and connecting students with people that are currently working within the industry, building a bridge
between them and their career goals.

During the year, LINC has been hosting excel courses focusing on the basic concepts of the
software as well as how to use it for financial modelling. Our president, Gustaf Nordin, has
educated a large number of students in how to use Bloomberg through his five-part course
which was tutored for members of LINC and the finance master programmes at Lund
University. Furthermore, LINC arranged interactive sessions including members whom have
been offered internships and full-time positions at major financial institutions such as Goldman
Sachs and Fidelity Investments, which has been very appreciated by participants.
Moreover, LINC’s Tutoring Programme is a very important part to be able to complete the
bridge between the University and students’ careers. Members of LINC that has extensive
experience from the application process from various top ranked financial institutions in
London, Stockholm and Copenhagen dedicate a large part of their time to help members of
LINC with interview preparation, applications and technical question to be able to manage to
land their dream jobs.
Thank you to all the mentors whom have guided their mentees during 2018/19,
your help has been invaluable for the organization.
For the first time the LINC-STEM committee offer members of LINC education in Python – a
programming language. LINC is looking forward to develop this concept.
Lastly, the Education Committee is just one part of LINC that provides education and career
preparation. All committees, members and alumni involved in LINC that dedicate their
valuable time to contribute to the sharing of experiences and knowledge every day are together
one of the most vital reasons to why LINC is one of the most prominent finance societies in the
Nordics, which is never to be underestimated.
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FEMALE NETWORK
Female Network has during 2018 increased its amount of members considerably. When the year started around 80
female students were a part of the network, and by the end of March 2019 there are 119 women in the Female Network.
The Female Network committee has also expanded from four active members to eight. This change in formation of the
committee has led to an increase in events held, which in turn has increased the number of female members in LINC.
This fall, several events have been held for women by the Female Network committee. First out was a breakfast-mingle
and interactive session where the committee offered breakfast and talked about Female Network and LINC. We saw
that this event created an interest among many female students, and probably contributed to increasing the members
in Female Network. The following two events were a pre-event a few days before IBF and a breakfast on the same day
as IBF. During the pre-event we prepared the females students who were going to participate on IBF for the day. This
year, there were a record amount of female students participating on IBF, which is a product of the organizations joint
focus to increase the proportion of females on LINC events.
In the fall of 2018, the Female Network committee has also hosted an application workshop where female students
could help each other out with applications, writing resumes and cover letters.
Additionally, in the fall of 2018 we arranged two guest lectures, one with Annika Winsth, chief economist of Nordea,
and one with Liza Jonson, CEO at Swedbank Robur. Both lectures were highly appreciated by our female members.
In November of 2018, Female Network hosted another breakfast event, this time with focus on how to be successful on
your interviews. At this event female students shared knowledge and experience from interviews, and gave tips and
tricks on how to improve your interview.
By the end of 2018, the committee held a case-event together with R&A, where female students could get an
introduction to equity research and try to solve a case on their own with guidance from R&A.
During the start of 2019, we have continued with an ambitious target of growing even larger and attract more female
students to LINC and Female Network. As an example, the Female Network committee has arranged other interesting
events such as Female Banking Tour and Women’s Business Conference. We also held another breakfast-mingle with
information about LINC and Female Network, to start of the year with a great possibility to recruit new members.

NEW BOARD
MEMBER
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WOMENS’S BUSINESS CONFERENCE
2019
Women’s Business Conference, WBC, is a whole-day event where female students get to interact with representatives
from several firms, through workshops and a mingle. The day ends with a dinner for all participants. This year, seven
firms participated on WBC, which is one more than last year. The participating firms were Danske Bank, Swedbank,
ABG Sundal Collier, EY, PWC, DNB and Carnegie. There were 42 students participating this year, bachelor as well as
master students from different semesters and tracks.
The day started with a presentation from this year’s key-note speakers, Camilla Lundin and Vendela Lilliestråle from
Qalora Capital. They gave an interesting presentation of their experiences in the finance industry and their company,
which was a perfect start of the day. This was followed by an introduction of all participating firms and firm
representatives, after which the workshops began. Every firm held five workshops during the day, and every firm had
its own arrangement of their workshop. The students were divided into seven groups when visiting the workshops,
with seven students in each group. The workshops could consist of a case, a Q&A session and/or a presentation of the
firm.
The workshops were followed by a mingle with all participants, before heading to Tegnérs Matsalar for a pre-drink,
dinner and nightclub.
Both students and firm representatives seemed to be very satisfied with the day and the evening. The WBC
committee therefore believe that the event went very well, with lots of interesting and valuable encounters as well as
new experiences.

Keynote speakers Vendela Lilliestråle &
Camilla Lundin from
Qalora Capital
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FEMALE NETWORK

INTERVIEW WITH MADELEINE DAHLGREN AND
THEA NYRELL
What do you think is the
highlight of the past fiscal
year within LINC?
The past year has been very interesting
and memorable for Female Network
with many events and new
acquaintances! The greatest highlight I
believe is the pre-event and breakfast
for all female participants on
Investment Banking Forum this fall.
This led to a record amount of female
students participating on IBF, and was
a great way to prepare for and start of
the event!

Madeleine Dahlgren
Head of Female Network

Graduate programme at
Danske Bank
Which improvement areas
do you see for LINC and the
financial industry in general
regarding this question?

I believe that great improvements
already have been made only in my
two years active in LINC. We can see
that there are more female students
participating on the events, and that
there generally is a greater interest
in LINC and finance from female
students. There are still
improvements that can be made
however, as the industry is still not
equal, but I believe that it will take
time, and we will have to let it take
time. We, LINC as well as firms in
the finance industry, just have to
keep making women aware of
finance as a choice of career, and
encourage them to be engaged in
LINC and apply for internships and
full-time positions within finance.

Full-time at H&M

During the year, we have had
a record amount of new
female members. What do
you think contributed to the
increased share?

Thea Nyrell
Vice President of LINC

Female Network has during the year
had a clear marketing plan, which I
believe have lead to more females
becoming aware of Female Network.
The committee has arranged various
range of events, from equity research
to breakfasts, and we have noticed a
great interest among female students.
By arranging events that do not
acquire pre knowledge, I believe that
we have managed to lower the barriers
for women to take their first step into
the financial industry.

At the Annual General
Meeting 2019/20, The Board
chose to vote in Head of
Female Network as a
permanent part of the Board.
How do you think this will
affect the future?
By including Female Network in the
Board, I believe the process from idea
to achievement will be fast for Female
Network. In addition, the rest of the
Board will be able to get a greater
insight in the work of Female Network
and also contribute with insights that
make Female Network evolve even
more. According to me, this is a
completely natural development of
LINC and is going to affect the
organization towards the better.

How do you think that this interest will develop in the future?
During the year, we have noticed a great interest among female students, and we
believe it will continue evolving ahead. By creating events in which a sense of
community permeates the event, just like the sense down in the lab, I believe we
have created an affinity which encourages people to invest in their financial
interest.
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WELCOME TO LINC-STEM COMMITTEE
With the ever changing financial market, the demand for more technical skills has been increasing. LUFU
Finance Society was born to encourage students with these technical skills in science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (or “STEM”) to travel down through the road of finance and obtain relevant opportunities.
From the very beginning, there was a strong interest from students and it wasn’t long before a deal was made
between LINC and LUFU, in the formation of the LINC-STEM Committee to continue this goal. The deal was
made final in February 2019.
With the merger came new opportunities and a chance for the STEM committee to flourish. The future of STEM
committee looks bright, with a number of proposed events, culminating in a banking tour on the 21st of May in
Copenhagen. STEM strives to integrate with the already existing committees and to establish strong bonds with
all its members, aiming to learn from their expertise.
In return, the STEM committee will provide workshops, most notably in python, to teach others with a less
technical background the basics as well as some more advanced techniques to solve problems. The workshops
will come in three parts and will be interactive sessions, beginning with a demonstration with ample time to ask
questions followed by problem sessions. Experienced users will be present to make the workshop operate more
smoothly and to provide their insight into coding tips and tricks. The computers in the LINC lab will also be
updated to the latest software.
Of course, the committee is newly formed and there is ample room for more members. As such, a social event
will be organized to gather like-minded individuals, to explain what is LINC, what is STEM and to mingle
amongst each other and make new friends. All are welcome!
The highlight of the STEM committee will be the organization of a hackathon in the autumn of 2019. A
hackathon is similar to a case competition, where students apply their coding skills and background to solve
technical problems. The event usually stems across one or two days and students are assigned to teams with
winning team at the end of the event is usually afforded a prize. These events are hugely popular amongst the
coding community with people travelling all across the country to take part. It is sure to be highly sought after
opportunity, to which all at LINC will be welcomed so stay tuned!

From left: Magnus Åström, Dennis Zotterman, Victor Östlund, Layz Reynet, Jan Mueller and Jonas Petersson
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LINC & CSR

FROM MEMBERSHIP TO INTERNSHIP
As a member of LINC you get the opportunity to learn more about different subjects within finance, gain skills
needed to succeed in the industry, get feedback during the application process and get to know other students
with interest in finance. The most common way to become an active member in LINC is to join Research &
Analysis where team members writes research reports on various listed companies, trading strategies or macro
economic subjects like rates and currencies. This is a great experience for the participants, who get to develop
their analytical thinking and practical skills in for example Excel and Bloomberg Terminals. In addition to
educational activities, LINC also offers plenty of networking opportunities, both within the organization, alums,
and people in the industry. These opportunities include Investment Banking Forum, Transaction Advisory
Forum, Women Business Conference and our banking tours to London, Stockholm and Copenhagen.
Many of our members have the intention to pursue a career in finance and are therefore looking to apply to
relevant internships. During the entire application process, from CV and cover letter to interview preparation,
applicants are supported by members that already have done their first, second or fifth internship. Thanks to
education and career preparation within the organization, our members has in total received over 71 offers for
internships, part-time or full-time.

INTRODUCTORY WEEKS
During two weeks in the beginning of September LINC hosted Introductory Weeks with the purpose to
introduce new students to the organization. In total 11 events where held throughout the period, ranging
from guest lectures, panel discussion, introduction to equity research, introduction to Excel and two
After Works. Response from participants where fantastic and LINC got almost 100 new members during
September of 2018.
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WHY LINC?
Some of the things you can expect during your membership, from registration to
graduation and as an alumni:
v Career guidance on internship and graduate opportunities.
v Training in Excel, Bloomberg, PowerPoint and VBA-programming.
v Network opportunities with like-minded students and professionals.
v Access to LINC’s Finance Lab.
v Guest speaker events with industry profiles.
v Banking tours to London, Stockholm and Copenhagen.
v The chance to apply to our annual career fairs: LINC Investment Banking Forum,
LINC Transaction Advisory Forum and LINC Women’s Business Conference.

From gaining industry knowledge to landing your first internship,
there are many reasons for why you should consider joining LINC.
18

MEMBERS OF LINC

Incoming Summer
Intern at ABG Sundal
Collier

INTERVIEW WITH FELIX ANDERSON
Why did you join LINC and
became an active member?

Insert image

I joined LINC because of my interest in
investments and stocks. The reason I
chose to study in Lund was also due to
that I had heard about the prominent
finance culture that exists here.

What do you appreciate the
most with LINC?

I appreciate all the events that LINC
arranges and I got the opportunity
this semester to attend the London
Banking Tour this semester, to meet
and interact with the best players in
the industry.

What have you done within
LINC so far?

I have been a member of Research &
Analysis this semester, which means
that I write reports on different stocks.
It suits me well that I can quite freely
choose which company to analyze.

Incoming Off-cycle
Intern at ABG Sundal
Collier

INTERVIEW WITH LINDA AALTO
Why did you join LINC and
became an active member?

Insert image

I joined LINC because I realized early
in my education that the finance
industry was something for me. By
becoming an active member of LINC, I
am educated about what is needed to
pursue a successful career within
finance.

What do you appreciate the
most with LINC?

I appreciate the helpful people of
LINC as well as the organization as a
whole. The effort people put in to
help you, and all of the events that
let you network with important
people is priceless.

What have you done within
LINC so far?

I started out with going to guest
lectures and events, which then led me
to apply to the WBC committee and
the Research & Analysis team. This has
been really helpful with me getting
great opportunities and also some new
friends!
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WE’VE HAD THE HONOR OF
ARRANGING:
vINVESTMENT BANKING FORUM (IBF)

SEPTEMBER

vLONDON BANKING TOUR (LBT)

SEPTEMBER

vSTOCKHOLM BANKING TOUR (SBT)

NOVEMBER

vCOPENHAGEN BANKING TOUR (CBT)

DECEMBER

vTRANSACTION ADVISORY FORUM (TAF)

JANUARY

vFEMALE BANKING TOUR (FBT)

FEBRUARY

vWOMEN’S BUSINESS CONFERENCE (WBC)

APRIL

For 265
participants
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…and 27
companies

LINC & CSR

MAIN EVENTS
INVESTMENT BANKING FORUM (IBF)
Investment Banking Forum is where banks meet our members. It is an exclusive opportunity for LINC’s members
to interact with professionals from the world’s leading financial institutions within the Investment Banking
industry in Stockholm, London, Oslo and Copenhagen. The idea is that the day starts with a keynote speech from a
leading person in finance, this year we had Rikard Josefson, CEO at Avanza, followed by all the participating banks
introducing themselves. The day consists of workshops, case studies, mingle sessions and interviews where groups
of students get to meet and network with bank’s representatives.
With IBF being our biggest and most anticipated event of the year, the high attendance was not a surprise for most
of us. However, the record-breaking number of applicants was quite overwhelming, and this year screening process
was even harder due to the high level of competence of our members. As a whole, the event hosted 12 Banks and 96
Participants.
The participating firms of 2019 Investment Banking Forum were; Citi, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Nomura,
Fidelity Investments, BNP Paribas, SEB, Carnegie, Nordea, DNB Markets, ABG Sundal Collier, Danske Bank and
Handelsbanken.
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MAIN EVENTS
TRANSACTION ADVISORY FORUM (TAF)

The 2019 Transaction Advisory Forum was yet another year a great success. TAF provides LINC members with a
unique opportunity to network with representatives from Sweden’s leading corporate advisory firms. Keynote
speaker of the 2019 edition was Kristoffer Källeskog, founding partner at Stella EOC.
As an event, Transaction Advisory Forum shares some similarities with Investment Banking Forum but with the
benefits of being smaller, leading to more firms having the time to meet and connect with all of the participants.
Participating firms at TAF 2019 edition were; Deloitte, EY, PWC, KPMG, Grant Thornton.
Following the previous years’ great track record we looked for improvements for our dear corporate representatives.
The motto for 2019 TAF was white glove service for the representatives, which was successfully executed and highly
appreciated.
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GENERAL EVENTS
GUEST LECTURES

2018 started of strong with a lunch lecture with Coeli’s two fund managers Andreas Brock and Henrik Milton

followed by Female Networks Lunch lecture with Caroline af Ugglas. Both events were well received and highly
attended. Following this, LINC introduced the new concept called LINC Interactive Sessions where the idea is that
a LINC member, current or alumni, have a short presentation about his or her current position or internship. The
first instance of this was with Alex Mikaelsson, working at Goldman Sachs. The spring semester of 2018 closed
with a lecture from Cecilia Skinglsey, a member of the executive board and the deputy of Riksbanken.
The autumn semester of 2018 started of on the beaten track with high intensity and successful events. Starting of
with the Introductory Weeks, which included guest lectures with Nordnet Bank, SFF, Hampus Jakobsson and
Analyst Group. Furthermore, two after works, an open house in the board room and several interactive sessions
topped the week of. Moreover, during the autumn of 2018, Female Network hosted several events with high
standing women in finance such as Annika Winsth of Nordea and Liza Jonson of Swedbank Robur, both being
extremely appreciated events. Lastly, the semester ended with a highly informative session with Didner & Gerge.

2019 primary focus was to cultivate the successful concepts of LINC’s previous work. LINC introduced a finance

lab Q&A in connection to high profile guest lectures. This concept was a fantastic opportunity for the participants
to understand the guest lecturer at a deeper level and ask those questions born from curiosity.
A handful of the events hosted in the spring semester of 2019; EFN Börslunch followed by a Q&A with Per
Johansson at Bodenholm and Andreas Brock at Coeli, guest lecture with Patrik Wallén at Volati followed by a Q&A
and a guest lecture with Per H. Börjesson at Spiltan.
A special thanks to our LINC alumni Matilda Karlsson at EFN for co-arranging such a successful
event.

THE EVENT COMMITTEE

The event committee is responsible for arranging guest lectures, workshops and LINC flagship events
with the purpose to create an on-site platform in which LINC members can interact with the financial
industry and alumni. The committee strives to introduce new concepts and to cultivate previous years
successful events. Furthermore, for the flagship events the committee collaborates with the external
partnerships committee and the marketing committee, forming a single committee consisting of
expertise knowledge with a combined skill set.

Guest Lecture with Annika
Winsth, Chief Economist at
Nordea (25/10 – 2018)
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VISITING FIRMS
And would like to thank the following for accompanying us:
Firms
ABG Sundal Collier
AP4
BNP Paribas
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Barclays
Bodenholm
Carnegie
Citi Group
Credit Suisse
DNB Markets
Danske Bank
Deloitte
Deutsche Bank
Fidelity Investments
Garantum
Grant Thornton
Handelsbanken
Investor
J.P. Morgan
NatWest Markets
Nomura
Nordea
Pareto Securities
Polaris
PwC
SEB
Swedbank

Events
IBF, FBT; WBC
SBT
IBF
IBF; SBT
LBT
SBT
IBF; WBC
IBF; SBT, CBT
LBT
IBF, WBC
IBF; SBT; CBT; FBT; WBC
TAF
LBT
IBF; LBT
FBT
TAF
IBF
SBT
LBT
LBT
IBF
IBF
SBT
CBT
TAF; WBC
IBF; SBT; FBT; WBC
SBT; FBT; WBC

A specific
thanks to our
sponsors

LINC & CSR

LINC & CSR
LINC is constantly trying to improve the decision making with a sustainability mindset. During 2018, LINC
conducted a sustainability ranking in collaboration with Dagens Industri (DI), Aktuell Hållbarhet, Lund University
School of Management and Economics.
Four LINC students, Gustaf Nordin, Sebastian Hofstedt, Patrik Nilsson and Thea Nyrell, conducted the
sustainability ranking of Sweden’s largest publicly traded companies at OMX Nasdaq within the industries; Capital
Goods, Consumer Durables and Materials. The ranking aims to highlight areas of improvements within
sustainability, on the back of the United Nations Global Compact.
By carefully examination of websites, annual reports and a poll that have been sent out the companies, the final
ranking was presented in November at the conference “Hållbart Näringsliv 2018”. Stora Enso, Electrolux, H&M
and Skanska were named winners in the first edition of “Hållbara Bolag 2018”.
The collaboration became a success and a 2019 edition is currently in progress.

From left: Sebastian Hofstedt, Patrik Nilsson, Gustaf Nordin and Thea
Nyrell.
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INTERNSHIPS
We would like to congratulate…

The hard work from our members always payoff in one way or another – not only by improved analytical skills, but by
the network they create through our annual events and trips. Each year, many of our members recieve offers from
leading firms in the financial industry, both in Sweden and abroad – which make us proud to say that we’re the leading
student association within finance in Sweden. The number of offers our members achieved this year is a new record for
LINC.
This year, we would like to especially congratulate the following members:
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
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Johan Eriksson, Full-time – Goldman Sachs
Sofia Nilsson, Full-time – Goldman Sachs
Cecilia Skoglund, Full-time – Goldman Sachs
Johanna Lägnert, Full-time – BNP Paribas
Gustaf Nordin, Summer Intern – Fidelity Investments
John Kleven Falck, Full-time – JP Morgan
Sebastian Lindeborg, Full-time – Fidelity Investments
Jonathan Angestjärna, Spring Week Intern – BNP Paribas
Wilhelm Sondén, Off-cycle Intern – Carnegie & Summer Intern – BNP Paribas
Julia Hänström, Off-cycle Intern – ABG Sundal Collier, Summer Intern – Deutsche Bank & Part-time Polaris Equity
Gustav Furenmo, Off-cycle Intern – ABG Sundal Collier & Summer Intern – BNP Paribas
Staffan Bülow, Full-time – ABG Sundal Collier
Kevin Nilsson, Full-time – ABG Sundal Collier
Fredrik Östlind, Full-time – Coeli
Klas Danielsson, Summer Intern – Nordea
Ofelia Aspemyr, Off-cycle Intern – Carnegie
Henrik Sundström, Off-cycle Intern – KPMG, Summer Intern- Nordea, Off-cycle Intern – FSN
Patrik Nilsson, Off-cycle Intern – ABG Sundal Collier & Summer Intern – ABG Sundal Collier
Olivia Nilsson, Off-cycle Intern – Deloitte & Summer Intern – Citi
Johan Andersson, Spring Week Intern – BNP Paribas
Madeleine Dahlgren, Full-time – Danske Bank

INTERNSHIPS
…
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Sebastian Würtz, Off-cycle Intern – Swedbank
Filip Eriksson, Off-cycle Intern – Livingstone
Olof Ståhl, Off-cycle Intern – Danske Bank & BNP Paribas, Summer Intern - SEB
Christos Karabelas, Full-time – Handelsbanken
Sara Selin, Full-time – SEB
Sofia Wadell, Spring Intern – Morgan Stanley & Barclays
Linda Aalto, Off-cycle Intern – ABG Sundal Collier
Felix Anderson, Summer Intern – ABG Sundal Collier
Erik Bjärum, Full-time – Pareto Securities
Emil Erbing, Off-cycle Intern – Valentum
Johan Brown, Off-cycle Intern – ABG Sundal Collier
Jakob Lembke, Part-time – ABG Sundal Collier
Teodor Sjöberg, Off-cycle Intern – SEB
Gabriel Aniol, Spring Intern – Barclays
Emma Hansson Rapp, Off-cycle Intern – SEB
Jacob Svensson, Off-cycle Intern – Danske Bank
Jimmy Enhammar, Full-time – Deloitte
Gustav Nilsson, Off-cycle Intern – Deloitte
Magnus Åström, Spring Week Intern – Goldman Sachs & BNP Paribas
David Svensson, Spring Week Intern – Citi & Barclays
Sekou Soumaoro, Full-time – SEB
Gabriel Burmeister, Full-time – SEB
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THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
2018/2019
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Gustaf Nordin
President

Thea Nyrell
Vice President

Staffan Bülow
Treasurer

Kevin Nilsson
Head of External
Relationships

Gustav Furenmo
Head of Research &
Analysis

Julia Hänström
Head of Marketing &
Communication

Petrus Lindh
Secretary

Patrik Nilsson
Head of Education

Joel Rikardsson
Head of Event

SIGNATURES FROM THE BOARD
The Board of Directors and the President hereby certify the Year Book has been
prepared to give a true and fair view of the organization’s operations and results.

Lund 15 March 2019

Gustaf Nordin

Staffan Bülow

Thea Nyrell

Gustav Furenmo

Petrus Lindh

Kevin Nilsson

Patrik Nilsson

Julia Hänström

Joel Rikardsson

The annual report and the consolidated accounts have
been approved by the auditor and the board of
directors was discharged from liability at the Annual
General Meeting 23rd of March 2019.
Erik Ivarsson, Auditor
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EDITORIAL STAFF

Main writers:

From left:
Julia Hänström: Head of Marketing and Communication
Mikaela Vanselius: Vice Head of Marketing
Viivi Hyvönen: Art Director

During the year, we have been working really hard to make this Year Book a
success. Being the first edition of many to come, we hope it satisfies both new and
old members, as well as reflects LINC’s core values and operations.
The editors would like to thank all people who have contributed to the 2018/2019
Year Book. A special thanks to the Board members, we could not have done it
without your helpful insights. Furthermore, we would like to thank the remaining
members of the Marketing Committee; Petter Råge, Didrik Wessel and Felix
Eriksson. The marketing of LINC would not have been the same without you.
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